Scale Up Educational Scholarships

Female education rates are highly correlated with a variety of positive social, economic, and health outcomes, and targeted scholarships can eliminate prevalent financial barriers for many women to complete secondary school. In three months, create an online fundraising program to raise scholarship funds for 100 girls to attend secondary school as a pilot, then scale up to 10,000 girls over two years.

The Problem: Educating women is widely accepted as a crucial path toward development. “There is clear and convincing evidence, amassed over the past two decades, that investing in girl-specific resources leads to better educated, safer, healthier, and economically powerful adolescent girls. This can contribute to a substantially better future not just for the individual girls, but for their families, communities, and our world”\(^1\). Educated girls increase their earning potential by 25 percent, and will reinvest 90 percent of that into her family.\(^2\) Girls who complete education are also 3x less likely to become infected with HIV, and will have children who are 40 percent more likely to be healthy and live past the age of 5.\(^3\) A 1 percent increase in female secondary school attendance single handedly grows a country’s average annual per capita income by 0.3 percent.\(^4\)

Yet financial constraints remain a major barrier to education for young women.\(^5\) Public primary school in Kenya is tuition-free, while tuition costs for high school are substantial. Fewer than 50 percent of girls in sub-Saharan Africa will complete high school because they cannot afford these school fees.\(^6\) A quality public high school in Kenya can cost up to $1500 per child, and with per capita income of $755 most Kenyan families cannot afford the cost to send a child to school.\(^7\) As a result, 84 percent of Kenyan girls attend primary school, while only 48 percent enroll in secondary school.\(^8\)
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The Proven Solution: Scholarships offered to smart girls can solve this problem. It costs as little as $250 to send a girl to high school for a year, which will significantly improve her economic and health opportunities. A girl who completes secondary school will on average marry 3 years later compared to a non-graduate, and will have two fewer children on average.\textsuperscript{9, 10}

The benefits extend past the scholarship recipient. Randomized control trials have shown that merit-based scholarships for girls led to increased attendance and test scores in classrooms overall.\textsuperscript{11} In one Kenyan school, a scholarship program raised test scores of girls who were eligible for scholarships — but scores also improved among boys who were ineligible. Student absenteeism was also reduced by 25 percent, and teacher attendance was increased by nearly 5 percent.\textsuperscript{12}

Your Challenge: We will award up to $20,000 to a social entrepreneur who creates a fundraising website with profiles of the smartest yet poorest girls entering high school in order to raise money from developed-world donors. The best entrepreneurs will have a vision to fund scholarships for 10,000 girls over two years. A successful three-month pilot will raise funds for at least 100 girls.

Additional Information:

- One major challenge is connecting with donor communities. Simply building a website is not enough — you will also need to identify a donor base, and explain how you will inspire them to donate.
- Another potential barrier is selecting a proper school partner. Studies have found that scholarship programs are only successful if girls attend quality school.\textsuperscript{13} Providing a scholarship to a poor quality school will not lead to real impact. Operationally, school administrators may be wary of partnering with a startup organization, and will likely need assurance that any scholarship promises will be fulfilled.\textsuperscript{14} A proposal which includes criteria for selecting partner schools to ensure positive impact will be particularly attractive.
- This intervention is appropriate throughout many countries. According to UNESCO, 31 countries in Africa have gender parity indices of less than 1.0 (i.e., girls’ enrollment is measurably less than boys) in primary school enrollment.\textsuperscript{15} Identifying smart girls with high potential can be done by accessing existing national test scores.
- Past winners of this challenge include Watch Me Go, YouthGlobe, and SponsorHer!.

Ready To Apply?

Visit the Acara Challenge website to get started.
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